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  Eternal life by choice – but whose choice? 

1 I still can’t believe that it’s thirty years since Freddie Mercury 
passed to the other side.  The song “Who Wants To Live 
Forever?” by his rock band, Queen, has to be his signature tune 
– one of them, anyway. 
  

 

2 Freddie lived live to the full, if only half the stories about him are 
true.  The irony is, in a way, he was only able to live to the full 
because he didn’t want to live for ever. 
Most of us probably don’t want to live for ever.  But some 
disturbing recent revelations suggest that some people might – 
just might perhaps - become immortal.  
 

 

3 Now, eternal life might be an attractive choice for some people - especially if 
it comes with eternal health and eternal youth. 
But what if they live for ever, by choice… just, not THEIR choice - by someone 
else’s choice? 
 

4 For many people, a recent article called Transgenic Hydras & Parasites A 
Biological Weapons System For Rapid Human Cloning will be, by definition, a 
conspiracy theory.   
In other words, it is quite, quite different from the establishment’s narrative – 
humans are not going to be cloned!  We would have been told about it by 
the media and our government! 
My hypothesis is that we HAVE been told about it, by the media and our 
government. 
Let me justify my bold statement in three stages. 
Firstly, I will briefly describe a media article. 
Secondly, I will give a brief overview of a UK government document. 
Finally, I will return to the above “conspiracy theory” article written by Dr 
Ariyana Love. 
    

5 The media article: 
The BBC recently published an article that suggested that mRNA vaccines 
might turn humans into superhumans: "Could mRNA make us superhuman?"  
The BBC explained that mRNA vaccines are a “game changer.”  They also 
outlined some very big, exciting questions - such as, could mRNA vaccines 
provide a cure for cancer, HIV and tropical diseases? 
The BBC also suggested that mRNA could give humans, superhuman 
immunity to disease. 
Right at the end of their article, the BBC mentioned – just mentioned - that 
vaccines will soon contain saRNA - self-amplifying mRNA.   

https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/11/01/transgenic-hydras-parasites-a-biological-weapons-system-for-rapid-human-cloning/
https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/11/01/transgenic-hydras-parasites-a-biological-weapons-system-for-rapid-human-cloning/
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20211122-could-mrna-make-us-superhuman
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Self-amplifying mRNA, once it is inside cells in the human body, creates 
copies of itself. 
 
Given how exciting this development is, why was it left until the end of the 
article, where many people would miss out on finding out about it?  I’d have 
thought that the BBC would be singing from the rooftops about mRNA that 
turns the human body into an mRNA producing factory. 
If it were a positive thing for humans, that is.   
 
Could it be that the BBC are not confident that people will like the idea? 
If that is the case, why include it in the article at all? 
 
What if – this is just a hypothesis – everything that is going to be done to 
humans by decision makers HAS to be made public beforehand? 
 

6 The UK government document: 
Human Augmentation – The Dawn of a New Paradigm sound like the rather 
wordy title of a sci-fi novel.   
Sadly, it isn’t fiction.  Rather, it is a document created and published by the 
UK’s Ministry of Defence in partnership with the German Bundeswehr, the 
German armed forces and civil administration and procurement authorities. 
 
The document can be seen on our own government’s website.  It is lengthy, 
but there exists a good, very short, summary of it elsewhere: Dystopian UK 
Ministry of Defence, German Bundeswehr Report Endorses Human 
Augmentation.   
 
In short, this document states that the Ministry of Defence [MOD] has a plan 
for “improving” humans.  The MOD has set a latest date for achieving this aim: 
the year 2050.    
The paper’s Executive Summary on page 11 explains - in “chilling” terms [to 
use a current buzz word] why humans, in the MOD’s view, need to be 
improved.   
 
It’s because of war.  Humans, the MOD state, are key to war - but humans are 
also war’s weakest link.   
Right… so maybe finding other solutions and avoiding wars might be a good 
idea?  But, no.  Instead, the solution the MOD are pushing for is to “augment” 
humans to turn them into better fighters, or perhaps, into better fighting 
machines. 
 
The MOD paper details some of the challenges in the way of achieving the 
aim of “improving” humans.  These include ethical and legal issues and 
people’s attitudes.   
It is clear that these trifling details aren’t going to derail the MOD’s aim - and 
that mere humans aren’t going to have any say on whether we are 
“augmented” or not: 
“Defence, however, cannot wait for ethics to change before engaging with 
human augmentation” - page 46 
I say, the MOD’s aim.  Obviously, the MOD isn’t working alone on this plan.  
The paper refers several times to their “stakeholders” - it doesn’t say who 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/986301/Human_Augmentation_SIP_access2.pdf
https://www.technicalpolitics.com/articles/dystopian-uk-ministry-of-defence-german-bundeswehr-report-endorses-human-augmentation/
https://www.technicalpolitics.com/articles/dystopian-uk-ministry-of-defence-german-bundeswehr-report-endorses-human-augmentation/
https://www.technicalpolitics.com/articles/dystopian-uk-ministry-of-defence-german-bundeswehr-report-endorses-human-augmentation/
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their stakeholders are.  They must be the people, businesses and 
organisations that will benefit from human augmentation.   
Who could those be, I wonder?   
 
It strikes me that every government the world over will be planning to 
augment humans.  It can’t, surely, be a peculiarly British idea.   
Certainly, China, Russia, the US and all the other “superpowers” in the world 
will have had the same idea. 
 
So, what’s the advantage, I ask?  The “winners” – as if there can be any 
winners in war – will be the country with the greatest resources just like the 
way it is now, with humans “unimproved.” And of course, the people and 
businesses who will benefit from the “augmentation” of humans.     
 
Some people might think that it is very thoughtful and generous of other 
people to seek to improve us.  My own view is that, without permission, 
seeking to change another human is not sweet - it’s downright evil.   
 
Here’s a thought.  Could it be that, rather than augmenting humans to 
increase the chance of winning wars, war is being used to justify augmenting 
humans?   
 

7 Returning to the article by Dr Ariyana Love, she states it is based on evidence 
from open-source, peer-reviewed literature of scientific breakthroughs and 
technological developments from past decades with links from the article. 
 
The hydra, a microscopic aquatic animal which in effect, lives for ever, 
appears - according to her - to be a part of a plan to clone humans. 
It strikes me that it may be more accurate to say that parts of the hydra live 
for ever, or that its genetic material lives for ever.   
  
I can’t comment on the accuracy of anything Dr Love says, but I can say that 
many of the links in her article are to scientific reports about the use of 
microscopic organisms in scientific research including into modification of 
human genetic composition.   
In short, it appears that such modification is possible. 
   
Since humans are composed of genetic material, what is to prevent humans 
from being cloned, perhaps to create more soldiers to fight wars?  
Probably nothing, in theory, except ethical and legal issues.  And those can 
be dealt with quite easily, according to the Ministry of Defence’s paper, on 
the basis that the ends justify the means. 
 
The Ministry of Defence paper makes clear that our government has a great 
desire to “improve” the human race.  To make us stronger, for example, or 
more robust. 
I ask, if it were helpful to winning wars to make humans immortal – in other 
words, to turn them into indestructible fighting machines – would the 
government allow it?   
The planned “augmentation” of humans is something we have no say over.  
Our government’s intention, moreover, is not to augment humans to benefit 

https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/11/01/transgenic-hydras-parasites-a-biological-weapons-system-for-rapid-human-cloning/
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them or humankind but to be more successful in wars - wars which they 
decide to start and which we, the People, have no say over.   
 

8 Some people will almost certainly think that this is a “conspiracy theory” 
shared on social media, lacking in any factual basis.   
 
I will just say that, for that to be true, the BBC and the British government 
would need to be considered unreliable sources. 
 
Some people will almost certainly assume that the government and the 
media would have told us about their plans for modifying humans. 
 
As I said, maybe – just maybe - they HAVE told us.   
A media article on the BBC’s website.   
A government document on the government’s website. 
 
Going back to Queen’s question: Who wants to live for ever?   
Unlike Freddie Mercury, if only half of Dr Love’s article is factually correct, 
many people might be living for ever.   
A disturbing possibility, since they haven’t agreed to eternal life.   
 
If they live for ever, even if only part of them does so, it will be by choice.   
But not their choice - someone else’s.    
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: Helen King 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 
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https://www.technicalpolitics.com/articles/dystopian-uk-ministry-of-defence-german-bundeswehr-report-endorses-human-augmentation/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Jtpf8N5IDE
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